
Chef Anthony Called the TCA meeting to order at 5:10 PM on September 13, 2018. 
  
Present:  Chef Anthony Gully, Chef Len Pawelek, Chef Michele Brown, Chef Paul Porras, Chef Marc Silvas, 
Chef Aaron Guajardo, Chef Gayle Van Sant, Chef Raymond Silvas 
  
Chef Anthony would like to see us have a fund raiser Fall dinner.  The planned date would be Thursday, 
November 13, 2018.  The goal would be 60 guests.  ( how much should we charge per guest and couple?) 

•  Anthony will take the main entree of Seared Sea Bass with Lemon Buerre Blanc, Pumpkin Risotto, 
Honey Glazed trio-colored carrots 

• Chef Brown Bread and Dessert 
• Front of House - Van Sant 
• Chef Pawelek - First Course / Appetizer 
• Darrell Thompson - providing wine?  Anthony to follow up with him.  

Chef Brown suggested to invite other people from the community to come alongside to present a dish.  She 
also suggested doing something smaller like Sweets for Treats in Dallas.  We could go to a mall or the 
Farmer's Market to hand out the treats.  
  
Ideas for community involvement - 
The Kissing Tree - Wine Table 
Dichotomy 
  
  
Menu needs to be put together by October 11.   
  
Ask Chef Schneider to advertise and put it all together.   
  
Chef Brown did the Gelato Festival in Dallas this week end.  She got the Golden Scoop Award and recognized 
for the best Technical Skills!  
  
Open Forum ~  
Chef Van Sant asked if we could retro vote - payment for Scholarship for attending State Conference for 1st 
time attender, Deja Black.  Payment would be to Chef Van Sant in the amount of $250.00.  Chef Anthony said 
we would put it on the agenda for next meeting and have a vote.   
  
Also, Chef Van Sant asked Anthony if he wanted to step down as president of our chapter, since he has full-
filled his time and duties.  Anthony is willing to stay or step down, if someone will take his place.  Chef 
Pawelek needs to look into the by-laws and determine the best answer.  
  
Next meeting is October 25, 2018, at the Hilton at 5:00.  
  
Chef Aaron Guajardo motioned to dismiss the meeting 
Chef Silvas seconded the motion. 
 


